Second International Conference on Forthcoming Networks and Sustainability in the IoT Era
Hybrid Mode | North Cyprus. January 8 - 9, 2022

Call for Papers

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

It aims to bring together researchers and professionals to exchange ideas on the advancements in technology, application areas for advanced communication systems & development of new services, facilitate a tremendous growth of new devices & smart things that need to be connected to the Internet through a variety of wireless technologies.

TOPICS

- ML in IoT
- IoT-oriented medical
- ML & IoT and e-health
- IoT in Sustainable systems
- Drones/UAVs in IoT
- IoT & M2M Communications
- ML & IoT in smart systems
- Clouds and edge computing
- 5G and beyond 5G networks
- Heterogeneous wireless access networks
- Software-defined wireless networks
- Routing in wired/wireless environments
- ML approaches for network planning
- Network mobility & handover management
- ML & IoT solutions in sustainable traffic systems
- Architectures & protocols for wireless sensor networks applications

CONFERENCE LINK
https://fones-iot.sci-conf.com/

SUBMISSION LINK
https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=fonesiot2021

PUBLICATION
FoNeS-IoT Conference Proceedings will be published in Book series
"Springer - Lecture Notes on Data Engineering and Communications Technologies"

AI and Robotics Institute
NEU - Cyprus

January 08, 2022
9am Cyprus Time

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCakoFxzp6LXKlbCf4IdQhVA

ai.iot@neu.edu.tr